
Our coffeehouse 
We opened our doors on February 1, 2022, in South Carolina’s oldest 
inland city of Camden.  Since then, we’ve been proud to serve 
Kershaw County and visitors alike with our fresh roasted coffee, lattes, 
and other coffeehouse favorites, right in the heart of downtown 
Camden.  American Patriot features the city of Camden on every bag 
we fill with our amazing coffee.


In our coffeehouse, we’re proud to feature many products from local 
vendors, including local and house made pastries, and have forged 
relationships with all of our regulars who we consider our friends.  
American Patriot is a proud vendor in the Kershaw County Farmer’s 
Market as well.


Our roastery 
American Patriot Coffee focuses on the moods, memories, and 
nostalgia we feel when we sample each and every blend we craft.  
That’s echoed on our bags also.  Many of our bags describe a piece of 
history that made our city and country what it’s grown to be today.  We 
donate a portion of our bag sales revenue to various charities, such as 
Wounded Warrior.


Our coffee is all ethically sourced around the globe from our friends at 
Balzac Brothers in beautiful, historic Charleston, South Carolina.  We 
use strict quality control methods and cataloging systems when 
roasting, which guarantees consistently amazing coffee, each and 
every time.


In addition to being features in shops all around South Carolina, our 
coffee is proudly served in several restaurants around our county.  
We’d love to serve it in yours as well!


Our operation is certified by the SC department of agriculture, DHEC, 
and we are in the process of becoming a certified SC product.


What we offer 
American Patriot sells 12 oz bags of coffee, either whole bean or pre-
ground for any standard home or restaurant drip coffee maker.  Our 
bags are heat sealed and are resealable.  We also only roast what is 
ordered, so you’re guaranteed to receive only the freshest of roasts.


Do you have a break room at your office, church, school, or place of 
business?  Our five pound bags are a perfect addition to your break 
room, cafe, or restaurant.  We can fill a five pound bag with any of our 
roasts either whole bean, or ground for any standard break room 
batch brewer.

AmericanPatriotCoffeeSC.com


@AmericanPatriotCoffeeSC


1012 Broad Street, Camden, SC 29020.


803.713.7591 
kevin@americanpatriotcoffeesc.com


If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out!  
We’d love to do business with you!
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Our Coffee

American Patriot Coffee Company is proud to offer nine exciting, 
carefully crafted roasts.  Below we offer our three patriotic 
blends.

Revolutionary Roast 

Medium Roast.  Crafted in 
Camden for Camden, our house 
roast offers a fantastic, “I just want 
a cup of coffee” experience.


We sell to you for $9.95 and 
recommend a MSRP of $15.95

Patriot Blend 

Medium Roast.  Bold with a hearty 
aroma.  Pairs with a big American 
breakfast.


We sell to you for $10.95 and 
recommend a MSRP of $16.95

Minute Man Roast 

Medium Roast.  Hints of 
chocolate, vanilla, and cranberry.


We sell to you for $10.95 and 
recommend a MSRP of $16.95

Bluewater Sunrise 

Light to Medium Roast.  The perfect 
breakfast blend is smooth, balanced, with 
a hint of dark chocolate and a floral finish.


We sell to you for $10.95 and recommend 
a MSRP of $16.95

Redfish Roast 

Medium Roast.  The perfect breakfast 
blend that pairs with a pastry to a hearty 
breakfast.  Notes of toasted nuts with a 
subtle lavender finish.


We sell to you for $10.95 and recommend 
a MSRP of $16.95

Mountain Roast 

Medium Roast.  Exceptionally nutty with a 
subtle, dark chocolate finish.


We sell to you for $10.95 and recommend 
a MSRP of $16.95

Our Bags

All of our coffee bags are 12 oz, resealable, and are available 
whole bean or pre-ground for a standard home coffee maker.  
We also offer five pound bags for larger orders and 
restaurants.

Bold and Dark

Our dark roasts, below, are exceptionally smooth, and offer the 
perfect cup of coffee for anyone who wants a bold cup of coffee.  
Our dark roasts are carefully crafted to offer a bold cup without 
any bitterness or harshness

Duck Blind Roast 

Dark Roast.  Notes of dark 
chocolate with a subtle, smoky 
finish.  For those who want a bold 
cup of coffee.


We sell to you for $9.95 and 
recommend a MSRP of $15.95

Powder Keg 

Dark Roast.  Crisp with honey 
notes.


We sell to you for $10.95 and 
recommend a MSRP of $16.95

Hog’s Breath 

Dark Roast.  Smooth, full bodied.  
Deep caramel and chocolate notes 
with a brown sugar aroma.


We sell to you for $10.95 and 
recommend a MSRP of $16.95

Ole Tom Roast 

Medium Roast.  Smoothness Redefined.  
Similar to our Revolutionary Roast but 
with a more pronounced chocolate finish.


We sell to you for $9.95 and recommend 
a MSRP of $15.95


